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Date 28 Shawwal 1445 AH  

Corresponding to 07 May 2024 AD  
 

 

 

Brothers / Shareholders of the Company Decent 

Subject / Notifying the Board of Directors to the General Assembly about the works and contracts between the company and 

the members of the Board of Directors with a statement of the interest of the members and a description of these works. 
 

     Peace, mercy and blessings of God, and after: 
With reference to Article No. (71) in the Saudi Companies Law regarding the business and contracts conducted by the company in 
which there is a direct or indirect  interest of the member of the Board of Directors. During the year ended 31 December 2023, the 
Group conducted transactions, and the Group will conduct transactions during 2024, in which the direct or indirect interest of some 
members of the Board of Directors without any preferential privileges and on terms that do not differ from those conducted by the 
Group with ordinary commercial debtors and creditors within   agreements authorized by the General Assembly of the Company, 
noting that these transactions were not conducted through competition (unless otherwise stated below). as follows: 
 

1. The business and contracts concluded between the company and Abdul Mohsen Abdulaziz Alhokair Holding Group, in which the 

members of the Board of Directors have a direct interest  , namely Mr. Majid Al-Hokair, Mr. Sami Al-Hokair and Mr. Bandar Al-Hokair, 

which are leases contracts for several hotels in various cities of the Kingdom without preferential conditions and benefits, noting that 

the transactions for the year 2023 amounted to (37,612,057) Saudi riyals. 

2. The works and contracts concluded between the company and Abdul Mohsen Abdulaziz Alhokair Holding Group, in which the members 

of the Board of Directors have a direct interest  , namely Mr. Majid Al-Hokair, Mr. Sami Al-Hokair and Mr. Bandar Al-Hokair, which are 

leases contracts for employee housing in the city of Riyadh without preferential conditions and benefits, noting that the transactions for 

the year 2023 amounted to (1,000,000) Saudi riyals. 

3. The works and contracts concluded between the company and Abdul Mohsen Abdulaziz Alhokair Holding Group, in which the members 

of the Board of Directors have a direct interest  , namely Mr. Majid Al-Hokair, Mr. Sami Al-Hokair and Mr. Bandar Al-Hokair, which are 

leases of buildings (exhibition, bone hangar building) in various cities of the Kingdom without preferential conditions and benefits, 

noting that the transactions for the year 2023 amounted to (1,250,000) Saudi riyals. 

4. The works and contracts concluded between the company and Abdul Mohsen Abdulaziz Alhokair Holding Group, in which the members 

of the Board of Directors have a direct interest  , namely Mr. Majid Al-Hokair, Mr. Sami Al-Hokair and Mr. Bandar Al-Hokair, which is a 

lease contract for an entertainment center in Riyadh without preferential conditions and benefits, noting that the transactions for the 

year 2023 amounted to (4,500,000) Saudi riyals. 

5. The works and contracts concluded between the company and Abdul Mohsen Abdulaziz Alhokair Holding Group, in which the members 

of the Board of Directors have a direct interest  , namely Mr. Majid Al-Hokair, Mr. Sami Al-Hokair and Mr. Bandar Al-Hokair, which is an 

administrative office lease contract in Riyadh without preferential conditions and benefits, noting that the transactions for the year 2023 

amounted to (1,500,000) Saudi riyals. 

6. The works and contracts concluded between the company and Abdul Mohsen Abdulaziz Alhokair Holding Group, in which the members 

of the Board of Directors have a direct interest  , namely Mr. Majid Al-Hokair, Mr. Sami Al-Hokair and Mr. Bandar Al-Hokair, which is  an 

agreement, maintenance, operation and cleaning services without conditions and preferential benefits, noting that the transactions for 

the year 2023 amounted to (2,160,816) Saudi riyals. 
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7. The works and contracts that will take place for the year 2024 between the company and Abdul Mohsen Abdulaziz Alhokair Holding 

Group, in which the members of the Board of Directors have a direct interest  , namely Mr. Majid Al-Hokair, Mr. Sami Al-Hokair and Mr. 

Bandar Al-Hokair, which is the renewal  of a hotel lease contract in the Eastern Province for a period of 8 years at 20% of revenues and 

a maximum annual rent amount of 3 million riyals for the year 2023, without preferential conditions and benefits. 

8. The works and contracts that will take place for the year 2024 between the company and Abdul Mohsen Abdulaziz Alhokair Holding 

Group, in which the members of the Board of Directors have a direct interest  , namely Mr. Majid Al-Hokair, Mr. Sami Al-Hokair and Mr. 

Bandar Al-Hokair, which is the amendment of a hotel lease contract in the Eastern Province to  a hotel management revenue contract 

for a period of 98 months at a value of 92 thousand riyals per month, without preferential conditions and benefits. Note that transactions 

during the 9 months of 2023 amounted to (828,000) Saudi riyals. 

9. The business and contracts that will take place for the year 2024 between the company and Abdul Mohsen Abdulaziz Alhokair Holding 

Group, in which the members of the Board of Directors have a direct interest  , namely Mr. Majid Al-Hokair, Mr. Sami Al-Hokair and Mr. 

Bandar Al-Hokair, which is the amendment of a hotel lease contract in the southern region to  a hotel management revenue contract for 

a period of 125 months at a value of 55,826 thousand riyals per month. Without preferential conditions and benefits, noting that 

transactions during 9 months of 2023 amounted to (502,434) Saudi riyals. 

10. The business and contracts concluded between the company and Tanami Arabia Company Ltd. (in which Abdul Mohsen Holding Group 

Company owns 50%) and in which the members of the Board of Directors have an indirect interest, namely Mr. Majid Al-Hokair, Mr. 

Sami Al-Hokair and Mr. Bandar Al-Hokair, which is a hotel lease contract and an administrative office without preferential conditions 

and benefits, noting that the transactions for the year 2023 amounted to ( 3,346,935) Saudi riyals. 

11. The works and contracts concluded between the company and the Sami Abdul Mohsen Al-Hokair Foundation, in which the member of 

the Board of Directors, Mr. Sami Al-Hokair, has a direct interest, and the members of the Board of Directors have an indirect interest, 

namely Mr. Majid Al-Hokair and Mr. Bandar Al-Hokair, which is a lease contract for a building for employees housing without conditions 

or preferential benefits,  noting that the transactions for the year 2023 amounted to (65,790) Saudi riyals. 

12. The works and contracts concluded between the company and Tabuk Commercial and Entertainment Projects Company (owned by 

Abdul Mohsen Alhokair Holding Company and Abdul Mohsen Alhokair & Sons Company), in which the members of the Board of 

Directors have an indirect interest, namely Mr. Majid Al-Hokair, Mr. Sami Al-Hokair and Mr. Bandar Al-Hokair, which is a Tabuk 

Commercial Center contract without preferential conditions and benefits, noting that the transactions for the year 2023 amounted to 

(2,500,000) Saudi riyals.  

13. The works and contracts that will take place for the year 2024 between the company and Riyadh Plastic Factory Company (owned by 

Mr. Abdul Mohsen Al-Hokair and Cosmoplast Riyadh Company - of which Abdul Mohsen Abdulaziz Al-Hokair Holding Group Company 

owns 35%, and the members of the Board of Directors have an indirect interest, namely Mr. Majid Al-Hokair, Mr. Sami Al-Hokair and 

Mr. Bandar Al-Hokair, which is a contract for the supply of plastics without conditions or preferential benefits.  According to the 

quotations submitted competitively, noting that the transactions for the year 2023 amounted to (349,157) Saudi riyals. 

14. The works and contracts concluded between the company and Riyadh Plastic Factory Company (owned by Mr. Abdul Mohsen Al-Hokair 

and Cosmoplast Riyadh Company - which Abdulmohsen Abdulaziz Al-Hokair Holding Group Company owns 35% -) and in which the 

members of the Board of Directors have an indirect interest, namely Mr. Majid Al-Hokair, Mr. Sami Al-Hokair and Mr. Bandar Al-Hokair, 

which is a lease contract for 5 hangars in Al-Baraka warehouse in Riyadh without conditions or preferential benefits, noting that the 

transactions for the year 2023 amounted to (200,000) Saudi riyals. 
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15. The works and contracts that will take place for the year 2024 between the company and Majid Al-Hokair Press, in which the member 

of the Board of Directors, Mr. Majid Al-Hokair, has a direct interest, and the members of the Board of Directors have an indirect interest, 

namely Mr. Sami Al-Hokair and Mr. Bandar Al-Hokair, which is a contract for the supply of design and printing works without conditions 

or preferential benefits according to the quotations submitted competitively, noting that the transactions for the year 2023 amounted 

to (16,951) Saudi riyals. 

16. The works and contracts concluded  between the company and Mr. Musaed Al-Hokair, which the members of the Board of Directors, 

Mr. Majid Al-Hokair, Mr. Sami Al-Hokair and Mr. Bandar Al-Hokair, have an indirect interest, which is an employee housing lease 

contract without conditions or preferential benefits, noting that the transactions for the year 2023 amounted to (1,046,250) Saudi riyals. 

17. The works and contracts that will take place for the year 2024 between the company and Mr. Majid Abdul Mohsen Al-Hokair and the 

heirs of Khaled Al-Hokair (they are Bandar Khalid bin Abdul Mohsen Al-Hokair, Bader Khalid bin Abdul Mohsen Al-Hokair, and Ahmed 

Khalid bin Abdul Mohsen Al-Hokair) in which the members of the Board of Directors have a direct interest, namely Mr. Majid Al-Hokair 

and Mr. Bandar Al-Hokair and an indirect interest for the member of the Board of Directors, Mr. Sami Al-Hokair, which is an extension 

of  the lease contract of a land on which a warehouse is built on Al-Kharj Road - Riyadh, without conditions and preferential benefits for 

a period of 10 years, noting that financial transactions for the year 2023 are free of charge.  

18. The works and contracts that will take place for the year 2024 between the company and Al-Hokair Company for the manufacture of 

recreational games (owned by Mr. Abdul Mohsen Al-Hokair, Majid Al-Hokair and Sami Al-Hokair), in which the members of the Board 

of Directors have a direct interest, namely Mr. Majid Al-Hokair and Mr. Sami Al-Hokair,  and the member of the Board of Directors, Mr. 

Bandar Al-Hokair, has an indirect interest, which is a maintenance contract for games without conditions and preferential benefits 

according to the quotations provided competitively.Note that there are no financial transactions during 2023. 

19. The works and contracts that will take place for the year 2024 between the company and MENA Company for Education and Human 

Resources Development "Abdul Mohsen Alhokair Institute for Hotel Training" (owned by Abdul Mohsen Abdul Aziz Alhokair Holding 

Group and Abdul Mohsen Abdul Aziz Alhokair Company Ltd.), in which the members of the Board of Directors have an indirect interest, 

namely Mr. Majid Al-Hokair, Mr. Sami Al-Hokair and Mr. Bandar Al-Hokair, which is a training agreement for employees and The group 

also offers hotel rooms to the institute's employees at prices traded in hotels without conditions or preferential benefits, noting that the 

transactions for the year 2023 amounted to (306,273) Saudi riyals. 

20. The business and contracts concluded between the company and Half Moon Beach Company (in which Abdul Mohsen Abdul Aziz 

Alhokair Holding Group owns), in which the members of the Board of Directors have an indirect interest, namely Mr. Majid Al-Hokair, 

Mr. Sami Al-Hokair and Mr. Bandar Al-Hokair, which is  an investment and operation agreement for Half Moon Beach Hotel without 

conditions or preferential benefits, noting that the transactions for the year 2023 amounted to (4,  SAR 389,802. 

21. The business and contracts concluded between the company and Mr. Abdul Mohsen Alhokair, in which the members of the Board of 

Directors have an indirect interest, namely Mr. Majid Al-Hokair, Mr. Sami Al-Hokair and Mr. Bandar Al-Hokair, which is  a management 

agreement  for Mina Hotel and Mina Hotel Apartments - Dubai without preferential conditions and benefits as follows: (management 

fees 2% of total sales, management incentives 6% of total operating profit, and marketing and advertising fees 2% of room revenues), 

noting that the transactions for the year 2023 amounted to (2,244,222) Saudi Riyal. 

22. The works and contracts concluded between the company and Hamat Holding Group Company and its subsidiaries, in which the 

member of the Board of Directors has an indirect interest, Mr. Amr El-Galal. They are leases for several entertainment centers in various 

regions of the Kingdom without conditions or preferential benefits. Note that the transactions for the year 2023 amounted to 

(10,416,000) Saudi riyals. 
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23. The works and contracts concluded between the company and ALARGAN Real Estate Investment Projects Company, in which the 

member of the Board of Directors, Mr. Iyad Al-Benyan, has an indirect interest. It is a recreational center lease contract without conditions 

or preferential benefits. Note that the transactions for the year 2023 amounted to (786,250) Saudi riyals. 

24. The works and contracts that will take place for the year 2024 between the company and Mr. Faisal Al-Malik, in which  the member of 

the Board of Directors, Mr. Faisal Al-Malik, has a direct interest, which is a lease contract for employees housing in Riyadh for a period 

of 5 years with an annual amount of (200,000) riyals without conditions or preferential benefits. 
 

Accept your happiness with my sincere greetings and appreciation.  
 
 

 

 
 

 

 













 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Faisal bin Mohammed Al Malik 

 

 

 

 

Abdul Mohsen Al Hokair and 

Sons Holding Company 

 

 

 

Investing and owning shares in 

companies working in the field 

of establishing and operating 

hotels and furnished 

apartments, after-market 

services for others, and import 

and export services for others. 
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S# NAME THE COMPANY NAME NATURE OF BUSINESS  

1 

Sami Abdul Mohsen 
Alhokair  

Abdul Mohsen Al Hokair & 
Sons Holding Company 

Investing and owning shares in 
companies engaged in the 
construction and operation of 
hotels, furnished apartments , 
post-marketing services for 
third parties and import and 
export services for others.  

2 
Real Estate Development and 
tourism company Toresco  

Management and operation of 
leisure centers, establishment 
management and operation of 
hotels  

3 
Europmen company for 
tourism and hotel investment.  

Managing amusement parks 
games and tourism promotion 

4 

Abdul Mohsen  Abdulaziz Al 
Hokair Holding Company 

Investing and owning shares in 
companies engaged in the 
construction and operation of 
hotels, furnished apartments , 
post-marketing services for 
third parties and import and 
export services for others.  

5 

Tanami Arabia Company 
Limited 

Establishment, management, 

operation and maintenance of 

projects, commercial complexes 

and central markets, 

management, development and 

maintenance of real estate and 

residential and commercial 

complexes by selling or renting 

for the benefit of the company, 

import and export services, 

marketing to others, wholesale 

and retail trade in furniture, 

decoration, building materials, 


